1. Introduction. Let Rbe a ring and S a subset of R. We let S" denote the commutant of S in R, i.e. S' = {x E R: xs = sx for all i E S), and S" = (S')'. We shall denote by A(R) the set of elements x E R satisfying x G {x",xn+l}" for all positive integers n. The title is motivated by the following lemma.
Lemma. If x E A(R)
, then x E {x",xm}" for all relatively prime positive integers n and m.
Proof. If n and m are relatively prime, then there exist integers p and q such that pn + qm = 1 and pq is negative, say p is negative and q is positive. So, qm = -pn + 1 and since x E {x~pn,x~Pn+x)" we get x E {x~P",xqm}" and thus* E {x",xm}".
Given a ring R we say R is prime if whenever A and B are ideals in R and AB -0, then either A = 0 or B = 0. This is easily seen to be equivalent to the condition that whenever aRb -0 then a = 0 or b = 0. The following ring theory result characterizes certain rings for which AiR) = R and is used in §3.
1.2. Theorem. If R has no nilpotent elements, then AiR) = R and the converse holds if R is prime.
Proof. Suppose R contains no nilpotent elements and let y E {x",xn+i}' where n is an integer greater than 1. Then (x"~[yx -x"y)2 = x"~lyx"yx -x"~xyxn+xy -xnyx"~xyx + x"yx"y = x"-xy2xn+{ -x"-xy2xn+x -yxn~xyxn+x + yx2ny = 0.
Hence x"~xyx = xny = yx". Similarly, x"~xy2x = x"y2 = y2x". Using these two facts, it is easy to check that (x"~]y -yx"~x)2 = 0, and thus x"~y = yx"~x. Repeating the above argument with n, n + 1 replaced by n -1, « we get x"~ y = yx"~2. After n -1 repetitions we get xy = yx. Now suppose A(R) = R, x" = 0 and R is a prime ring. Then x G [x", xn+\y = r0j"; hence x is central and therefore (xR)" = 0. Thus xR = 0, which implies that x = 0.
2. The set A(U) in proper *-algebras. Throughout this section (7 will denote a complex algebra with a proper involution *, i.e. if x G {/ and x x = 0 then x = 0 [2] . Given x G U we let ^#(x) denote the right annihilator of x in U, i.e. .4Ä(x) = { v G U; xy = 0}. Similarly, .4L(x) will denote the left annihilator of x in U.
2.1. Remarks. Let /? be any ring. Proof. It suffices to show that AR(x") = AR(x"~x) for all n > 1. Suppose that x"y = 0, then x*x""'y = 0. Hence (xn_1 v) (x"_1y) = 0 and thus x"-1 y = 0 since the involution is proper.
2.3. Theorem. If x G U satisfies Ar(x) = AR(x*) then x G A(U).
Proof. Note that AR(x) = AR(x*) if and only if AL(x) = AL(x*). If y G {x",x"+l}', then x"(xy -yx) = x"+1y -x"yx = x"+1 y -yx"+1 = 0. By Lemma 2.2, AL(x*) = AL(x) = AL(x") and hence x*(xy -yx) = 0, i.e.
(1)
x* xy = x* yx.
Also replacing x by x* and y by y*, we get that (2) xx* _y* = xy*x*.
Using (2) it follows that X"(yx*y* -yy*x*) = x"vx*y* = x"yy*x* = yx"x*y* -yx"y*x* = ^x x y -_yx x y = 0.
Hence we have, by Lemma 2.2, x(yx*y* -yy*x*) = 0, i.e.
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Finally using (2) and (3) we obtain (xy -yx)(xy -yx) = 0 and hence xy = yx since the involution is proper.
Corollary.
If x E U is normal (i.e. x*x = xx*) then x E A(U).
Proof. Let xy = 0, then (x*y)*(x*y) = 0 and thus x*y = 0. Hence AR(x) = AR(x*) and the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.3.
We now turn our attention to proper ""-algebras which are prime. We will show that under these conditions on U an element x E U is in A(U) if and only if x E {x",x"+l}" for some n greater than one, i.e. if x E {x",x )" for some n greater than one then x E {x",x"+]}" for all positive n.
2.5. Remarks. A Baer *-algebra is a *-algebra in which AR(S) is a right ideal generated by a projection e for every subset S of the algebra. A Baer *-factor is a Baer *-algebra in which the only central projections are 0 and 1. Baer *-factors are good examples of proper *-algebras which are prime [2, p. 36].
2.6. Lemma. // U is a proper *-algebra and i/a E Í/ satisfies aa* a = 0, then a = 0.
Proof, (a* a) = 0, hence a* a = 0 and so a = 0.
2.7. Lemma. Let U be a proper *-algebra and let x E ¡J satisfy x E [x", x"+l}" for some n > 1. Then xAR(xn)AL(xn) = ARixn)AL(xn)x = 0.
Proof. If y E ARix") and z E ALix"), then yz E {x",xn+l}'. Therefore we have (1) xyz = yzx and (2) xyzx"~l = yzx" = 0.
Using (1) and replacing z in (2) by z' = ziyzx"~l) yz, we get
Hence by Lemma 2.6, yzx"~l = 0. We now proceed by induction to show that AR(x")AL(x")x"~k = 0 for all 1 < k < n. (This together with (1) will finish the proof.) In the above argument we proved the assertation for k = \. Suppose that AR(x")AL(x")x"~m = 0 for all 1 < m < k where k < n. Let y and z be as above. Then by (1) we have (3) xyzx"-k = yzx"-{k-l) = 0.
Using (1) and replacing z in (3) by z' = z(yzx"^k) yz, we get
Hence, by Lemma 2.6, yzx"~k = 0 and this finishes the proof.
2.8. Theorem. Let U be a prime algebra with a proper involution. Let x G U satisfy x G {x",xn+1}" for some n > 1. Then one of the following must hold: (i) AR(x) = 0, (ii) AL(x) = 0or (iii) AL(x) = AL(x2) and AR(x) = AR(x2).
Proof. If AR(x) # 0 # AL(x), thenAR(x") ¥= 0 # AL(x"). By Lemma 2.7 and the fact that U is prime, we must have xAR(x") = AL(x")x = 0. Therefore AR(x) = AR(x"), AL(x) = AL(x") and the result follows since n>2.
2.9. Corollary.
Let U and x be as in Theorem 2.8. Then AL(x) = AL(x2)
orAR(x) = AR(x2).
2.10. Corollary. Let U be a prime algebra with a proper involution. If x G U satisfies x G {x",xn+x}" for some n > 1, then x G A(U). and thus x2y -xyx = yx2. From this it is easy to see that x"y = yx" and x"+1 y = yx"+x since n > 1 and thus xy = yx.
3. Operators on Hilbert space. In this section B(H) will denote the algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H. To shorten notation we will write
A(H) instead of A(B(H)). If £ G B(H) we let ker £ and R(T) denote the
kernel and range spaces of T respectively. If A C H, then A~ is the closure of A in H in the usual Hilbert space topology.
Since B(H) is a Baer *-factor, all the results obtained in the last section apply here. In particular, by 2.10 we have that T G A(H) if and only if T G {T",Tn+x}" for some n > 1. We translate Theorem 2.8 into operator language.
3.1. Theorem. If T E {£", T"+x}" for some n > 1, then one of the following must hold, (i) ker T = 0, (ii) ker T* = 0, or (iii) ker T = ker T2 and ker £* = ker£*2.
Our goal in this section is to show that the converse of Theorem 3.1 holds for some special types of operators.
Remarks, (a) We know, from Corollary 2.4, that normal operators belong to A(H). One might ask whether hyponormal operators belong to A(H).
The answer is no as the following example shows. Let H = 2,"-oo ®Ki where AT, = l2(Z + ) for all i. (Z+ is the set of nonnegative integers.) Let Pn G B(Kn) be the projection on the first n + 1 coordinates for n > 0 and P" = 0 for n < 0 and P = 2^=-«, ©£, G B(H).
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Given x¡ = ix)*L_ao E H, x¡ E AT,,we have (Fx)n = Pn_xxn_x and (T*x)n = P"xn+X. From this it is easy to check that TT*T = T*T2. Hence F is quasinormal and thus hyponormal [4] . On the other hand it is easy to check that ker F ^ 0 y= ker F* and ker F* =¿ ker T'2 (for the last statement take x2 = (0,1,0,... ) and x¡ = 0 for / ¥= 2). Thus the conditions in Theorem 3.1 are not satisfied and hence F E A(H).
(b) If F is a scalar type operator then F is similar to a normal operator [3] and hence by 2.1(b), F E A(H). Nevertheless, it is not true that spectral operators belong to A(H), because if this was true, then given a finite dimensional H we would have A(H) = B(H). Therefore by 1.2, B(H) would have no nilpotent elements, which is absurd. Using a complicated computational technique, the author shows in [1, §3.3 ] that if the quasi-nilpotent part of a spectral operator F belongs to A(H), then F E A(H).
(c) By Remark 2.1(a), we see that if condition (i) or condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1 hold, then F E A(H). Hence the question we raise here is when does condition (iii) imply that F E AiH).
Note that, by taking orthogonal complements, the condition ker F* = kerF*2 is equivalent to the condition /?(F)~ = /?(F2)-.
3.3. Theorem. Let T be an algebraic operator and let P(x) = xnQ{x) be its minimal polynomial where Qix) has a nonzero constant coefficient. Then T E A(H) if and only if n = 0 or 1.
Proof. Suppose that F E A(H) and that n is greater than 1. Since T"QiT) = Q(T)T" = 0 we have Q(T) E AR(T") n AL(T"). Hence, by Corollary 2.9, F""1 Q(T) = 0 contradicting the minimality of P(x). We also note that n = 0 means F is invertible, and n = 1 means F is invertible on its range. We now give some examples to show that these results do not hold for arbitrary operators. Corollary.
//ker£ = ker£2 and R(T) = £(£2) then T G A(H).
3.8. Corollary. // £ ¿as a c/oseö" range, then the converse of Theorem 3.1 holds for T.
